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Equicovering Matroids by Distinct Bases 
PIERRE FRAISSE AND PAVOL HELL 
We ask, and answer, the following question: when is it possible to cover the elements of a 
given matroid M by p distinct bases o that each element iscovered exactly k times? Our result 
is weaker than the Cyclic Order Conjecture of Wiedemann [9] (and of Kajitani, Ueno and 
Miyano [7]), but stronger than similar previous results; it could represent a first step towards 
resolving the conjecture. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We take as our starting point the matroid covering and packing theorems ([2, 8], cf. 
[1]): 
A matroid M is the union of p bases iff IXI ~<p r(X) for all X _ M. 
A matroid M contains p disjoint bases iff IM - XI ~>p(r(M) - r(X)) for all X _~ M. 
The result given below now follows: 
PROPOSITION 1. 
IM[ and 
for all X ~_ M, or 
for all X ~_ M. 
A matroid M can be partitioned into (distinct) bases iff r(M) divides 
IXI/r(X) ~ IMI/r( M) (1) 
IM - Xl IMI 
I> - -  (1') 
r (M) - r (X)  r(M) 
(Conditions (1) and (1') are equivalent; in the following text we shall only appeal to 
(1), but in all occurrences it could be replaced by (1').) 
In [6], the following result was derived (from a more general theorem, of interest in 
estimation of the Feynman amplitudes in perturbation quantum field theory): 
PROPOSITION 2. The set B of bases of a matroid M can be weighted by non-negative 
weights wB (B E B), such that the sum of the weights of all bases containing any fixed 
element e of M is 1, i.e. 
WB=I, 
e~B 
iff condition (1) is satisfied. 
It is easy to see that the following proposition is equivalent to [6, Proposition 2]: 
PROPOSITION 3. There exist bases B1, Bz , . . . ,  Bp of M (not necessarily all distinct) 
such that each element of M is covered precisely k times iff condition (1) is satisfied and 
k [MI =p r(M). 
There are matroids in which the family of all bases covers each element he same 
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number of times. Although they appear difficult to characterize in general [5], 
interesting partial results have been obtained for graphic matroids [3]. 
We also note the following observation due to D. Wiedemann [9]: 
PROPOSITION 4. I f  r(M) divides IMI = m and (1) holds, .then the elements of M may 
be ordered el, e2 . . . . .  em so that any r(M) consecutive elements form a base of M. 
Proposition 4 motivated Wiedemann to state the following conjecture, also posed 
independently (in a more general context) in [7]: 
CONJECTURE 5. The elements of M may be cyclically ordered e~, e2 . . . . .  em so that any 
r(M) consecutive (modulo m) elements form a base of M iff (1) holds. 
Our main result is stated below: 
THEOREM 6. Let k <~ r(M) < IM], or k = 1 and r(M) = IMI. There exist distinct bases 
B t, B2 . . . . .  Bp of M such that each element of M is covered precisely k times iff 
condition (1) is satisfied and k IMI =P r(M). 
Note that Theorem 6 is stronger than Propositions 1-4 (Propositions 1 and 3 directly, 
Proposition 2 follows from Proposition 3, and Proposition 4 follows from Proposition 
1). Also note that Theorem 6 (with p = IMI, k = r(M)) is weaker than Conjecture 5, in 
the sense that Conjecture 5, if proved, would imply Theorem 6 for that case. Morever, 
as we explain in Section 3, we believe that Theorem 6 may be useful for a proof of 
Conjecture 5. 
2. THE PROOF 
Let M be a matroid B its set of bases and r its rank function. Assume that M satisfies 
(1) and that k [M[ =p r(M). A k-cover of M is an ordered list of (not necessarily 
distinct) bases B,, B2 . . . . .  Bp in B such that each element of M belongs to precisely k
of the bases B~, B2 . . . . .  Bp. The defect of a k-cover B t, Bz . . . . .  Bp is the set of all 
pairs of subscripts (i,j) with i C j  and B,-= Bj. We seek a k-cover with empty defect; 
starting with any k-cover guaranteed by Proposition 3, we repeatedly modify it to 
properly decrease its defect--until it becomes empty. These modifications are the 
so-called 'switches'; a switch of e • B~. - Bj for e' • B~ - B i consists of replacing Bi by 
B; = (Bi - e) U {e'} and Bj by B; = (Bj - e') U {e} (provided that both B; and B; are in 
B)--resulting in the k-cover Bt, B2 . . . . .  Bi-~, B~, B~+~ . . . . .  Bj_~, B; . . . . .  Bp. It is well 
known and easy to see (cf. [1,ex. VI.1.9]) that for any e • B ; -B j  there is an 
e' • Bj - Bi such that the switch of e for e' yields B;, B; • B. 
LEMMA 7. Let BI, B2 . . . . .  Bp be a k-cover of M the defect D of which is minimal 
(with respect o inclusion), and with B~ = B2. There exists a k-cover B'1, B~ . . . . .  B'p of 
M with defect D satisfying B'j = Bl, B~ = B2, and 
B; <<- B; + 1, 
for all j <~ k. 
PROOF. Without loss of generality, let a •Nk=~Bi. Consider all k-covers 
B'I, B~ . . . . .  Bp of M with defect D such that a •f-'lk=~B,-, B~=B~ and B2=B2. 
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Denote b} = If~,i=l B~I. If one such k-cover has b~ I> b}_l - 1 for all j <~ k, then we have 
established Lemma 7. (Recall that we defined a k-cover as an ordered list.) Otherwise, 
each such k-cover has a first subscript j* for which b~. ~< b~._a -2 .  Now asstlme that the 
t k-cover B'~, B~ . . . .  , Bp was chosen so that j* is maXimized and, subject o this, so that 
b~._~- b~. is minimized. Note that it follows from our assumptions that j*>~ 3. Let 
e,e'  be two elements of (('~i*-I~B~)-B~.. Conisder the k-cover Bi',B~ . . . . .  Bp 
t r t t I obtained from B'I, B~ . . . .  , Bp by switching e e Bz - Bi. for some f • Bi. - B2. Since 
I t  I t  I t  I t  I .  t B~ P B2 and D was minimal, B2 or Bj, must equal some Bq, since Bq contains a, we 
have q ~< k. 
P If Bq equals B~ then q > j*  because e ~t Bq. It can now be easily verified that the 
I ! t I ! k-cover B~, n2, B'q, B~, B'4 . . . . .  Bq_l ,  Bq+ 1 . . . .  , Bp has a value of j* strictly greater 
t than that of the k-cover B'1, B~ . . . . .  Bp, contrary to our assumption of maximality. 
I t t  I If nq equals Bj., then q>j*  because e' ~nq.  Now consider the k-cover 
! t t ~' I r I I I B~, B2, . . . , Br-~, Bq, B/., B/.+1 . . . . .  Bq_l, Bq+l,.. .  , Bp. It can again be seen 
that either the maximality of j* or the minimality of b}._ 1 - -  b}. is violated. [] 
PROOF OF THEOREM 6. It is easy to see that the stated conditions are necessary for the 
existence of a k-cover of M consisting of p distinct bases. (See the proof of Proposition 
3 as given in [6].) To prove the sufficiency, assume that (1) is satisfied, that 
k IMI --p r(M), and that k ~< r(M) < IM[. (The case k = 1 is trivial.) Let B1, BE , . . . ,  Bp 
be a k-cover of M the defect of which is minimal (with respect o inclusion). If all the 
Bi are distinct we are done, so we may assume that B~ = B2. Using Lemma 7, we obtain 
I 
a k-cover B'~,B~ . . . .  , Bp, the defect of which is minimal and which has B'~ =B~. 
Moreover, the condition in Lemma 7 assures that 
so we may assume that, say, elements a and b of M belong to all the bases 
I B'~, B~ . . . . .  B~, (and no others). Since k <p,  we can perform a switch of a E B'~ - B a 
' " .. B1 ~ B2. Moreover, for some z E Bp-  B'I. The resulting k-cover BI, B~, .,  B~ has . . . .  
B~B~'  and B~ ~B~', for all i = 2, 3 . . . . .  p -  1, because all other B~' contain either 
none or both of a and b. Thus B(, B~ . . . . .  B~ is a k-cover of M with defect properly 
included in the defect Of B~, B2, . . .  , Bp, contrary to our assumption of minimality. 
This proves Theorem 6. [] 
It is clear that the assertion in Theorem 6 cannot hold for arbitrarily large values of 
k. (For instance, p cannot exceed the number of bases of M.) However, there are 
matroids and values of k and p with k IMI =p r(M), where k > r(M) and some p 
distinct bases cover each element exactly k times (for instance, the circuit matroid of a 
large complete graph). 
3. CONCLUSIONS 
According to Theorem 6, in a matroid M satisfying (1) there exist bases 
Bi, BE . . . . .  Bin, m = [M[, such that the m ×m incidence matrix of elements of M 
versus the bases B~, B 2 . . . .  ,Bm has precisely r(M) l 's in each row and column and, 
moreover, all the columns are distinct vectors. If it is possible to permute the rows (i.e. 
the elements of M) so that each column has consecutive l 's (modulo m), then the fact 
that the columns are all distinct vectors will guarantee that they are all the circular 
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shifts of the vector (1, 1 . . . . .  1, 0 . . . .  ,0) (r(M) l's and m - r(M) O's). It would follow 
that in the resulting permutation of the elements of M each r(M) consecutive lements 
form a base. Thus the question now reduces to verifying whether the incidence matrix 
has the circular l's property [4] and, if it does not, whether this property can be 
enforced by suitable switches or other modifications. Since matrices with the circular 
l's property are well-characterized [4], this may be a promising method with which to 
attack Conjecture 5. 
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